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OH MY WHAT HUMOR!
IP: 12.34.167.180
Posted on August 11, 2003 at 04:42:58 PM by Mark Ventimiglia

I just noticed that Tracis has his anti-"bad word" filter turned on this board... HAHAHA. What a laugh!
What's up Ermund? You can't handle the flames of bad words like F U C K ???
But alas, you were the one that kept emailing me with sentences like: "Oh my gosh Mark, I feel like I am
being attacked" and "if you are not going to speak nice to me, I will never speak to you again." LOL! You
sound like the little girl that you are!
You live in VA? Right? I assume that Kuniberg is your SISTER! Right?
What a sissy boy.
I wasn't going to come here to post. But I did want to check out what you have done... since it was I that
showed you how to set this board up since you are HTML illiterate! This is how you repay me? I give you
this board and you flame me?
And threaten me? You are going to execute me and hang me from a tree or drown me in a bog? LOL...
I work at #1 Front Street in Alton, Illinois. COME GET SOME! I am there more than I am home anyway.
And I work midnights! So when you come (and you won't cause you're a F U C K I N G coward) I will
simply dispatch you and toss your lifeless body in the river for the Catfish to feed on!
DO NOT THREATEN A REAL WARRIOR UNLESS YOU ARE WILLING TO FIGHT AND DIE!
Grow up little boy. I remember what it was like to be a child of 27. I was young and stupid once too... and
have the scars to show for it. It saddens me that I have to stoop to your level and make an jerk of myself
in the process... you it is apparent that you cannot understand anything else, so therefore, I had to stoop
to your level of low intelligence.
If your beliefs were so great... why spend so much time on a Seax board?
YOUR WORDS: The seax people are so open and kind. Is that what you want, sissy boy? You want
someone to show you kindness when you yourself have no kindness to show? Slaughtering helpless
animals! Accepting homosexuality! Lord knows what else you accept in your life!
Grow up and be a man! Stop playing these silly games! And cease threatening people that you are afraid
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ON THE COWARDLY ACT OF NITHING POLES
IP: 12.34.167.180
Posted on August 11, 2003 at 04:31:46 PM by Mark Ventimiglia

I just wanted to expose the Cowardly act of Nithing Poles for what it really is...
And for anyone who doesn't know... a Nithing Pole is created by a Black Magick Ritual involving an animal
sacrifice whereas the poor creature's head it seated atop a pole.
OK... why are Nithing Poles made by only the cowardly? I will tell you... Because the cowards that create
them have not the balls to fight their own battles. Let's look at the facts!
Person A is angry at Person B. But Person A is too big of a chicken #### to confront Person B like a real
man, so what does he do? He buys a helpless animal and kills it thus putting its head on a Nithing Pole to
"curse" Person B. HOW UTTERLY PATHETIC!
First of all... the animal has nothing to do with the grude in the first place! He is neither angry at Person A
nor Person B. In other words, he is a helpless observer. But nonetheless, he is dragged into this cowardly
mess by the cowardly Cur Person A because Person A it a big chicken ####!
In my opinion, if Person A is pissed off at Person B, rather than murder a helpless animal that has really
nothing to do with the skirmish in the first place, Person A should go forth to Person B's house, knock on
his front door and when he answers the door, grab Person B by the face, drag him into the street, and
beat the #### out of him. OH... but there's the danger! Person A, if he confronts Person B, he will most
likely get his own#####stomped in the dirt! HAHA! So, he resorts to animal cruelty in hopes to curse his
enemy.
SORRY! Woden does not look on cowardly acts with favor! Killing a helpless animal will do nothing but set
in stone the fact that YOU ARE A ####ING COWARD!
PS: Sorry, Swain, I know I have stooped to these fool's level more than once on this board. SIGH. But I
know you understand! They are slandering you as much as they are slandering me and they are also
degrading OUR MIGHTY GODS! So, I just wanted to get this off my chest... and I had to speak in a
language these stupid inbred hoosiers could understand, since they evidentally have not a 4th grade
education!
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An Abanning on Swain Wodening and Alaric Uuica of
Pennsylvania
IP: 67.30.232.134
Posted on August 10, 2003 at 09:42:00 PM by Ermund Thiodan

An Abanning on Swain Wodening and Alaric Uuica of Pennsylvania
Be it known that, in the month following Litha, Mark Ventimiglia, Stiweard of Seax Wica, embarked on a
public campaign to stain the good name of Theodish Belief and its Kunings, following insults and
accusations that he had made against Ermund Kuning, Thiodan of Folcaha Sachsen Thiod.
Be it known as well that Alaric Uuica of Pennsylvania and Swain Wodening, Ealdorman of the Angleseaxe
Ealdriht, did raise voice against Mark Stiweard's campaign to defame the religion of Theodish Belief. So
successful was their defense of the Theodish religion that Mark Stiweard was forced by their arguments to
withdraw from the public forum and cease his malice.
As we in Folcaha Sachsen Thiod are grateful to know such men, who have defended our good religion and
thus shown us their friendship, we do hereby name them friends of Folcaha Sachsen Thiod and welcome
them to any gathering we may hold.
This abanning is set forth on 8/9/03 C.E. by Ermund Kuning, Thiodan of Folcaha Sachsen Thiod and by the
approval of the Folcaha Sachsen Thiod Uuitan.
http://folkriver.org/
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Re(1): Swain is my friend!
IP: 12.34.167.119
Posted on August 11, 2003 at 03:30:58 PM by Mark Ventimiglia

Get a life... Swain is my friend! And nothing he said made me withdrawl from anything. I shut down the
site and yahoo group because of the fact that Seax-Wica is a dead religion due to no one following it
properly... IE: TOO MANY HOMOSEXUALS! It had nothing to do with this little bull#### group or their
cowardly Blots! #### OFF.
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Re(1): An Abanning on Swain Wodening and Alaric Uuica of
Pennsylvania
IP: 82.37.114.206
Posted on August 11, 2003 at 11:14:25 AM by Trish

Hope you didn't mind my coming for a look - not up on the language you use, will learn eventually I hope.
I was told off for my ??? of the past issue, but there were others as well as myself that were more than a
little disturbed of Marks handling of the situation.
Please accept my heart sent appologies for any hurt or harm sustained.
May you go on from strength to strength blessings to you and all.
p.s. the e-mail covering your meeting was packed with interest.
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Re(2): Trish
IP: 12.34.167.119
Posted on August 11, 2003 at 04:08:35 PM by Mark Ventimiglia

Trish,
You were disturbed at MY handling of the situation? Well, I was (and am) HIGHLY disturbed at what Wicca
has become these days. And this little Theodish group (can you even call it Theodish? I think NOT since I
see no noble king anywhere) is a joke to say the least. These stupid inbred hillbillies have NO CLUE what
it takes to be real nobility! Hell, even the Queen of England isn't REAL anymore... so who the ####
cares? Not me!
What do I care about? I care about morals and ethics and that which is RIGHT!
Killing animals is WRONG!
Homosexuality is WRONG!
Greed is WRONG!
Drugs are WRONG!
Drunkeness is WRONG!
Where do we draw the line? Beastiality... pediphelia?
Give me a break! I deleted the website and the Yahoo group because I will NOT be the Stiweard of
Hedonism! Ray told me that the Stiweard position was merely a figurehead position anyway and had no
real authority... hence, HE DIDN'T (and DON'T) care about Seax-Wica and he was merely trying to further
himself from the trad! Hell, he only wrote 1 book on Seax-Wica in 30 years. He has devoted more time to
his Gypsy books than Seax-Wica, so you go figure it out. And if Ray doesn't give a #### about these
cum guzzling dick junkies playing dress-up in Saxon garb, why should I?
I am really sick of what Paganism has become! It is really pathetic. This is why I wrote the Rede. I wanted
to at least put down in writing the FACTS and RULES of true paganism. Someone should have written that
book YEARS ago... but alas, no one cares! No one cares about what is right and moral. All they want is
their hedonism! PATHETIC.
If I am a bigot for upholding that which is RIGHT, then I am proud to be a bigot!
I do hope you understand.
Oh, and before you run back to Sean and ##### to him over this post... I just thought I'd let you know
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what he thinks of you. It's not good. He calls you eccentric and a fluff. Go figure?
AM I THE ONLY MORAL HUMAN LEFT ON THE EARTH?
Other teachers teach what the people want to hear, not what needs to be taught. I am not like other
teachers. I teach what NEEDS to be taught.
When I taught combat to the armed services, we did not play with wooden blades, we trained with live
blades. Yes, things got bloody! But when these men went into combat they survived! A student of mine,
Chris Learla, a 10 year combat SEAL, racked up 14 kills in the first 24 hours of his first mission! I have
always taught what NEEDS to be taught... no matter what the subject was about. This is ME. DEAL WITH
IT!
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An Abanning on Mark Ventimiglia, Stiweard of Seax Wica
IP: 67.30.232.134
Posted on August 10, 2003 at 09:38:05 PM by Folkriver

An Abanning on Mark Ventimiglia, Stiweard of Seax Wica
Be in known that, in the month following Litha, Ermund Kuning, Thiodan of Folcaha Sachsen Thiod, did
initiate contact with Mark Ventimiglia, the Stiweard of Seax Wica in order to foster frithful (peaceful)
relations between the Saxon Theodish tradition of Aldgelobo and the Saxon Wiccan tradition of Seax Wica.
Be it further known that, Mark Stiweard did take issue with the Theodish practice of bloting in his
correspondence with Ermund Thiodan. That Ermund Thiodan discussed the issue with Mark Stiweard, but
when the matter seemed beyond resolve, did plead with Mark Stiweard to let the matter rest that focus
could be put on what our traditions held in common rather than what made us separate. That Mark
Stiweard continued to email Ermund Thiodan on this issue despite Ermund Thiodan repeatedly asking him
to cease.
Be it further known that Mark Stiweard has accused Ermund Thiodan of cowardice, a serious charge in
Theodish Belief, and has thus broke the frith (peace) which existed between our folk. Let it be cited that
cowardice was considered a capital offence among the ancient Heathens. As the Roman Historian Tacitus
noted in the 12th chapter of Germania, "The Assembly is competent also to hear criminal charges,
especially those involving the risk of capital punishment. The mode of execution varies according to the
offence. Traitors and deserters are hanged on trees; cowards, shirkers, and sodomites are pressed down
under a wicker hurdle into the slimy mud of a bog. This distinction in the punishments is based upon the
idea that the offenders against the state should be made a public example of, whereas deeds of shame
should be buried out of men's sight."
As we in Folcaha Sachsen Thiod do take great offence to the accusation which Mark Stiweard has leveled
against our Kuning, and as we know that our Kuning has been more than fair in his dealings with Mark
Stiweard, we hereby deem Mark Ventimiglia to be a Fiond, an adversary of Folcaha Sachsen Thiod.
Let it be known that, though we are appalled by the behavior of its current Stiweard, we in Folcaha
Sachsen Thiod continue to hold no ill will toward the Saxon Wiccan Tradition of Seax Wica or its
adherents. If Mark Ventimiglia would seek to make amends for this grave violation of Heathen thew
(custom), he may contact a Folcaha Sachsen Thiod Uuitan member at folkriver@yahoo.com to discuss
arrangements regarding shild owed. It is our hope that Mark Ventimiglia will do so and that frithful
relations between our folk may resume unimpeded.
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Re(1): HAHAHAHA
IP: 12.34.167.119
Posted on August 11, 2003 at 03:25:21 PM by Mark Ventimiglia

What a joke! You people play with wooden swords because you are afraid of mortal combat, yet you want
to sacrifice animals for real! What a farce. Blot is a cowardly act! Be it known that for every time you kill a
defensless animal you incurr more cowardice on yourself. As far as executing me? ####, I challenge
anyone to stand before me with a live blade! With OVER 20 years in the COMBAT ARTS and a rank of
Godan, I will disembowel anyone. But alas, this will NOT happen because you all play warrior are have not
the stones to face a REAL warrior. I have trained US Navy SEALs, Green Berets, and Marine LRRPs... I
have also trained 3 fighters for the UFC! So see... you cowards are nothing to me! You know nothing of
me! And you hide behind your PCs cowering in the dirt! You are pathetic! Come, and step into MY world.
At 6' and 220LBS, I spit in your general direction. It takes more than someone playing "king" to be a
nobleman. It takes more than killing a helpless goat to be a warrior. Get a life and grow the #### up.
You want a piece of me, come get some. You all know where I live! I will spill your ####ing guts before
you know what is happening!
Do you know what it feels like for a human body to go limp in your arms, the life's breath squeezed out of
it? I DO!
Woden looks on your little group with sadness, for HE is the KING of WARRIORS and HEROS... not cum
guzzling dick junkies that like to kill helpless goats! This is the year 2003! We no longer have to kill to
survive.
The biggest and strongest animals on the planet are vegetarians! I haven't ate flesh in 8 years and I am
bigger, stronger, and have more endurance that I did 8 years ago... and I am nearly 40! Can you run 10
miles a day after doing 300 pushups, 300 situps, and 150 chinups? I CAN.
Come get some! Woden laughs at you... and every time you kill an animal you get further and further
away from HIM and closer to the real butt pirates you are!
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Lammas
IP: 67.30.232.134
Posted on August 10, 2003 at 09:26:57 PM by Folkriver

Uuesad ge hel Sachsens and Friunds
This past weekend, the 8th of August/Weodmonath, Folcaha Sachsen Thiod
assembled at the Uuihstedi in Newport News to fain Ing-Fraho for Lammas.
Ermund Kuning, Kuniburg Thygen and Meghan, Nathan Thegen, Jenni, Aaron,
Bridgit, Patrick, Katlin, and Kenneth, Dweorg Karl, and Jennifer
Goodfolk were all in attendance.
Despite the on and off rain which had persisted throughout the week and
through the morning, the sky cleared up once the event began. For
August, traditionally an unbearably hot month in this part of Virginia,
the weather was mild and near pleasant, making for a very enjoyable
outdoor gathering. The Fraho faining itself went very well, with Ermund
Kuning performing some of the faining in Old Saxon. Following the
faining, the Uuitan was called to assemble in the Uuihstedi to hear on
various matters and to continue its exploration of maincraft. As the
Uuitan concluded its business, everyone gathered about as the children
entertained with various feats of strength and martial prowess. Our
thanks to Jennifer for seeing that they did not kill one another

.

Feast was held in the hall with ribs cooked by Dweorg on the grill,
German potato salad prepared by Kuniburg, and a special Lammas bread
baked for the occasion. As the hall was cleared in preparation for
sumbal, Ermund and Dweorg tested one another's wits in a game of Tafl.
Sumbal went exceedingly well with many fine horns raised and gifts
exchanged. Kuniburg sang a song to the Landuuihta in Old Saxon as part
of a boast that she had made. Many thanks to Gebmund Thegen for the
fine sumbal mead that he provided.
To everyone who attended, brought food and drink, participated, and
helped out, thank you. We hope to see you all again at Harvest. Uuassail!
http://folkriver.org
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Announcement
IP: 65.56.66.199
Posted on July 30, 2003 at 11:45:17 PM by Ermund

I am pleased to announce to you all that, at 12:15 am, a healthy baby boy was born to David and Karla
Goodfolk. May Frigga's blessing be upon their rooftree.
I would also like to announce that Dweorg Karl turned 23 yesterday. May Woden grant him wisdom in the
years of his life.
Also, for those who fain for their rooftrees, Lammas begins tomorrow. We will gather to celebrate it
together on the 9th at the Uuihstedi in Newport News.
Ermund Thiodan
Folcaha Thiod
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Folcaha Thiod's message board
IP: 67.30.232.32
Posted on July 23, 2003 at 04:16:23 PM by Ermund

Uuesad ge hel!
I'd like to thank Mark, Stiweard of Seax Wica, for helping me set this message board up. Folcaha Thiod
has never had a message board before so this is a bit of an experiment. Please, no flaming or Theodish,
Asatru, or Wicca bashing.
Ermund Kuning
Folcaha Thiod
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Re(1): Folcaha Thiod's message board
IP: 12.34.167.91
Posted on July 23, 2003 at 09:21:57 PM by Mark Ventimiglia

Brightest blessings Ermund...
Excellent! I am glad you got the message board up and running. I hope this helps you in your kingly
duties and I hope it lives up to your expectations.
Bless'd be...
Mark
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